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(I) Agency

Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture

(2) Agency Number: 02

Identification Number: 187

(3) PA Code Cite:

70 Pa. Code, Chapter 9

(4) Short Title:

Weighmasters

(5) Agency Contacts (List Telephone Number and Email Address):

INDEPENDENT REGULA TORY
REVIEW COMMISSION

I ©[Ellfl
JUL 252018

I 1ndePendet Regulatory
Review Commission —

IRRC Number: 3179

Primary Contact: Dwight Smith, 717-787-8744, dwsmithpa.gov
Secondary Contact: Walter Remmert, 717-787-9089, wremmertpa.gov

(7) Briefly explain the regulation in clear and nontechnical language. (100 words or less)

The Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture (Department) issues licenses to “public weighmasters”
under authority of the Consolidated Weights and Measures Act.

A licensed public weighmaster is authorized to issue a “weighmaster’s certificate” with respect to
various commercial weighings. The weight appearing on a weighmaster’s certificate is used to determine
a weight-based price in commerce. Licensed public weighmasters typically conduct commercial
weighings using vehicle scales at quarries, landfills and the like.

As part of the process by which the Department renews or issues a license to a public weighmaster, the
Department reviews the public weighmaster certificate forms the applicant plans to issue, to be sure these
forms meet basic content requirements. The regulation will delete outdated, burdensome provisions
requiring that weighmaster’s certificates and certificates of quality for anthracite coal be prepared “in
iriplicate” and bear additional language distinguishing the original certificate from the copies. These
provisions are not required by statute, date from a time when multi-page carbon copy forms were in
extensive use, and no longer serve a practical purpose. They are no longer necessary to the Department’s

(6) Type of Rulemaldng (check applicable box):

H Proposed Regulation H Emergency Certification Regulation;
Final Regulation H Certification by the Governor

H Final Omitted Regulation H Certification by the Attorney General



oversight of license public weighmasters and are unduly burdensome on both the Department and licensed
public weighmastcrs.

(8) State the statutory authority for the regulation. Include specific statutory citation.

The regulation is authorized under the Consolidated Weights and Measures Act (3 Pa.C.S. § 4101 —

4l94)(Act). The Act authorizes the Department to promulgate regulations as necessary to carry out the
provisions of the Act and, more specifically, authorizes the Deparmient to promulgate regulations as
necessary to carry out Subchapter C of the Act (relating to public weighmasters) (See 3 Pa.C.S. § 4190
and 4150).

(9) Is the regulation mandated by any federal or state law or court order, or federal regulation? Are there
any relevant state or federal court decisions? If yes, cite the specific law, case or regulation as well as,
any deadlines for action.

No, the regulation is not so mandated.

(10) State why the regulation is needed. Explain the compelling public interest thatjustifies the
regulation. Describe who will benefit from the regulation. Quantify the benefits as completely as
possible and approximate the number of people who will benefit.

The regulation is needed to delete outdated, burdensome provisions requiring that weighmaster’s
certificates and certificates of quality for anthracite coal be prepared “in triplicate” and bear additional
language distinguishing the original certificate from the copies. These provisions date from a time when
multi-page carbon copy forms were in extensive use, and no longer serve a practical purpose.

The deletion of the requirements described above will relieve licensed public weighmasters of an
unnecessary regulatory burden and will help the Department make better use of its weights and measures
oversight personnel.

There are currently about 13,200 licensed public weighmasters. Licenses are valid for two years, so in
any given year the Department receives about 6,600 applications for public weighmaster licenses (whether
for initial issuance or renewals). The license application process requires an application, a license fee and
samples of the weighmaster’s certificate form the applicant intends to issue when conducting public
weighings. The current regulatory provisions at 70 Pa. Code § 9.10(c) and (d) (relating to weiglunaster’s
certificate) require that a weighmaster’s certificate be prepared in triplicate and that the various copies
bear language distinguishing the original from the copies.

The Department finds problems or deficiencies in about 2,200 of the 6,600 or so applications it receives
each year. Approximately 1,650 (75%) of these 2,200 rejected applications are rejected for lack of
compliance with one or more of the outdated regulatory requirements described in the preceding
paragraph.

The delelion of these requirements will spare the Department the time and expense of requiring
compliance with these outdated regulatory standards, and will allow businesses (within the confines of the
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Act and its attendant regulations) to malce full use of modem weights and measures technologies and to
employ their own best business practices in issuing weighmaster’s certificates.

The Department estimates the regulation tvill result in annual savings to licensed public weighmasters
of at least SI 8,150, as explained in Response No. 19, below, plus a general savings among licensed public
weighmasters, relating to this elimination of outdated regulatory requirements.

The Department estimates the regulation will result in annual savings to the Department of at least
$14,850, as explained in Response No. 21, below.

The current regulatory provisions at 70 Pa. Code § 9.24(a) (relating to limitations of ceffificate for
anthracite) impose the same type of unnecessary regulatory burden as described above, but pertain to the
“certificate of quality” that must exist for certain weighings of anthracite coal. As described above, the
requirement of triplicate forms and notations distinguishing originals from copies no longer serves a
practical purpose.

(11) Are there any provisions that are more stringent than federal standards? If yes, identify the specific
provisions and the compelling Pennsylvania interest that demands stronger regulations.

There are no provisions in the regulation that are more stringent than federal standards.

(12) Flow does this regulation compare with those of the other states? I-low will this affect
Pennsylvania’s ability to compete with other states?

Some states regulate public weighmasters, while a number do not. It does not appear that having or not
having licensed public weighrnasters makes an appreciable difference in a state’s ability to compete among
other states. The regulation will not put Pennsylvania out-of-step or at a competitive disadvantage with
respect to any other state.

(13) Will the regulation affect any other regulations of the promulgating agency or other state agencies?
If yes, explain and provide specific citations.

No. Mthough various regulations of the Department of Environmental Protection relating to
municipal waste and landfill operations reference the Act and weighmasters, the regulation (which will
delete certain outdated requirements) will have no impact on that agency or its regulations.
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(14) Describe the communications with and solicitation of input from the public, any advisory
council/group, small businesses and groups representing small businesses in the development and
drafting of the regulation. List the specific persons and/or groups who were involved. (“Small
business” is defined in Section 3 of the Regulatory Review Act, Act 76 of 2012.)

The Department did not actively solicit input or comments from the referenced entities, but is aware of:
(a) the inconvenience, delay and expense adherence to the current regulation imposes on approximately
1,650 weighmaster license applicants each year (See Response No. 10, above), when these persons must
correct or supplement their applications for public weighmaster licenses; (b) the needless expense being
borne by approximately 13,200 licensed public weighmasters in obtaining, keeping and using paper
weighmaster’s certificate forms as required under the current regulatory requirements; and (c) the fact that
the current regulatory requirements are outdated and unnecessary.

(15) Identify the types and number of persons, businesses, small businesses (as defined in Section 3 of
the Regulatory Review Act, Act 76 of 2012) and organizations which will be affected by the regulation.
How are they affected?

The size standards presented in the United States Small Business Administration’s Small Business Size
Regulations under 13 CFR Ch. 1 Part 121 (relating to Small Business Size Regulations) are the size
standards that determine whether a business is a “small business” for purposes of the Regulatory Review
Act. The applicable standards track with the North American Industry Classification System NAJCS)
Codes, and are at 13 CFR § 121.201, in a chart titled Small Business Size Standards by NAICS Industry.

The Department believes the following standards from that chart are applicable to the businesses and small
businesses impacted by the regulation:

• Sector 11 (relating to Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting), Subsector 111 (relating to Crop
Production), provides that a crop production operation is a small business if its annual receipts are
£750,000 or less.

• Sector 21 (relating to Mining, Quarrying, and Oil and Gas Extraction), Subsector 212 (Relating to
mining (except Oil and Gas)) categorizes various types of miffing operations. Depending upon the
type of operation involved, the maximum number of employees defining the operation as a small
business ranges from 250 to 1,500.

• Sectors 31 through 33 (relating to Manufacturing) categorize various types of food manufacturing
operations. Depending on the type of operation involved, the maximum number of employees
defining the operation as a small business ranges from 500 to 1,500.

• Sector 56 (relating to Administrative and Support, Waste Management and Remediation Services),
Subsector 562 (relating to Waste Management and Remediation Services) provides that various
types ofwaste management operations are small businesses if their annual receipts are $3 8,500,000
or less.

As stated in Response No. 10, above, there are approximately 13,200 licensed public weighmasters.
Although tins 13,200 figure represents the maximum number of businesses that will be impacted by the
regulation, the Department believes the actual number is likely to be closer to 1,800 businesses, since
many of these (typically quarrying business or waste disposal facilities) employ more than one licensed
public weighmaster. For purposes of this small business impact analysis, though, the Department assumes
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that no more than 13,200 businesses will be impacted by the regulation, that the actual number is likely
closer to 1,800, and that all of these impacted businesses are “small businesses” under the Federal
standards described above.

The impact of the regulation on the small businesses described above will be small, but positive. The
regulation does away with outdated forms that have been the source of delay and inconvenience in the
Department’s processing and issuance of public weighmaster licenses. The Department’s estimate of the
total annual positive impact the regulation will have on the regulated community is at least $18,150, as
described in greater detail in Response No. 19, below.

(16) List the persons, groups or entities, including small businesses, that will be required to comply with
the regulation. Approximate the number that will be required to comply.

Licensed public weigbmasters who seek to renew their licenses and first-time applicants for public
weighmaster licenses will be required to comply with the regulation. As stated above, the Department
estimates the total numbers of affected persons at 6,600 each year. In addition, the 13,200 or so licensed
public weighmasters will not be required to obtain, keep and use triplicate forms conforming with the
current regulatory requirements once these are deleted.

(17) Identify the financial, economic and social impact of the regulation on individuals, small
businesses, businesses and labor communities and other public and private organizations. Evaluate the
benefits expected as a result of the regulation.

The regulation will result in a small, immediate and permanent savings of time and costs for the
Department, the 6,600 or so annual applicants for licensed public weighmaster licenses and the businesses
that employ them, and the 13,200 or so licensed public weighmasters. See Response No. 10, above, for a
detailed explanation of these savings.

(18) Explain how the benefits of the regulation outweigh any cost and adverse effects.

There is no apparent or considered adverse effect, while there is some modest cost saving associated
with the regulation. See Response No. 10, above.

(19) Provide a specific estimate of the costs and/or savings to the regulated community associated with
compliance, including any legal, accounting or consulting procedures which may be required. Explain
how the dollar estimates were derived.

The regulated community will realize savings related to a simplification of the requirements for a public
weighmaster license and less time and expense involved in correcting deficient license applications. As
stated in Response No. 10, above, the Department finds problems or deficiencies in about 2,200 of the
6,600 or so applications it receives each year, and approximately 1,650 (75%) of these 2,200 rejected
applications are rejected for lack of compliance with one or more of the outdated regulatory requirements
described in Response No. 10, above.
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The Department estimates these 1,650 applicants spend approximately $4 on postage and $7 on
employee time with respect to each deficient application that is retumed for correction. The Department
multiplies this total sum ($11) by 1,650 applicants to reach its estimate that the regulation will realize
about $18,150 in annual savings to this segment of the regulated community. In addition, there will be
some additional savings among the 13,200 or so licensed public weighmasters who will no longer have to
comply with the outdated requirements the regulation will delete.

(20) Provide a specific estimate of the costs and/or savings to the local governments associated with
compliance, including any legal, accounting or consulting procedures which may be required. Explain
how the dollar estimates were derived.

The regulation is not expected to result in savings (or costs) to local government.

(21) Provide a specific estimate of the costs and/or savings to the state government associated with the
implementation of the regulation. including any legal, accounting, or consulting procedures which may
be required. Explain how the dollar estimates were derived.

The Department estimates that the savings it shall realize from not having to follow-through on the 1,650
or so deficient applications described in Response No. 19, above, shall be approximately $14,850 each
year, calculated as follows:

The Department estimates it spends approximately $2 on postage and $7 on employee time with respect
to each of the referenced 1,650 deficient applications. 1,650 multiplied by $9 = $14,850.

(22) For each of the groups and entities identified in items (1 9)-(2 1) above, submit a statement of legal,
accounting or consulting procedures and additional reporting, recordkeeping or other paperwork,
including copies of forms or reports, which will be required for implementation of the regulation and an
explanation of measures which have been taken to minimize these requirements.

No such procedures, reporting or documentation shall be required by the regulation.

(22a) Are forms required for implementation of the regulation?

No, there are no forms required for implementation of the regulation.

(22b) If forms are required for implementation of the regulation, attach copies of the forms here. If
your agency uses electronic forms, provide links to each form or a detailed description of the
information required to be reported. Failure to attach forms, provide links, or provide a detailed
description of the information to be reported will constitute a faulty delivery of the regulation.

Not applicable.

(23) In the table below, provide an estimate of the fiscal savings and costs associated with
implementation and compliance for the regulated community, local government, and state government
for the current year and five subsequent years.
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Current FY FY +1 FY +2 FY +3 FY +4 FY +5
Year Year Year Year Year Year

SAVINGS: $ $ S $ $ S

Regulated Community 18,150 18,150, 18,150 18,150 18,150 18,150

Local Government 0 0 0 0 0 0

• State Government 14,850 14.850 14,850 14,850 14.850 14,850

Total Savings 33,000 33,000 33,000 33,000 33,000 33,000

COSTS: 0 0 0 0 0 0

Regulated Community 0 0 0 0 0 0

Local Government 0 0 f 0 0 0 0

State Government 0 0 0 0 0 0

TotaJCosts 0 0 0 0 0 0

REVENUELOSSES: 0 0 0 0 0 0

Regulated Community 0 0 0 0 0 0

Local Government 0 0 0 0 0 0

State Government 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total Revenue Losses 0 0 0 0 0 0

(23a) Provide the past iluee year expenditure history for programs affected by the regulation.

Program FY -3 FY -2 FY -1 Current FY

Public $19,000 $19,500 $20,000 $20,500
Weighmaster (estimated)
Licensure
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(24) For any regulation that may have an adverse impact on small businesses (as defined in Section 3 of
the Regulatory Review Act, Act 76 of 2012), provide an economic impact statement that includes the
following:

(a) An identification and estimate of the number of small businesses subject to the regulation.
(b) The projected reporting, recordkeeping and other administrative costs required for compliance

with the proposed regulation, including the type of professional slcills necessary for preparation
of the report or record.

(c) A statement of probable effect on impacted small businesses.
(d) A description of any less intrusive or less costly alternative methods of achieving the purpose of

the proposed regulation.

The regulation will not have an adverse impact upon small businesses.

(25) List any special provisions which have been developed to meet the particular needs of affected
groups or persons including, but not limited to, minorities, the elderly, small businesses, and farmers.

No such special provisions have been developed.

(26) Include a description of any alternative regulatory provisions which have been considered and
rejected and a statement that the least burdensome acceptable alternative has been selected.

No alternative regulatory provisions have been considered or rejected. The regulation simply deletes
outdated regulatory requirements. This approach is the least burdensome of the Department’s regulatory
options.

(27) In conducting a regulatory flexibility analysis, explain whether regulatory methods were considered
that will minimize any adverse impact on small businesses (as defined in Section 3 of the Regulatory
Review Act, Act 76 of 2012), including:

a) The establishment of less stringent compliance or reporting requirements for small businesses;
b) The establishment of less stringent schedules or deadlines for compliance or reporting

requirements for small businesses;
c) The consolidation or simplification of compliance or reporting requirements for small

businesses;
d) The establishment of performance standards for small businesses to replace design or

operational standards required in the regulation; and
e) The exemption of small businesses from all or any part of the requirements contained in the

regulation.

The regulation will have no adverse effect on small businesses, obviating the need for the analysis
described above.
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(28) If data is the basis for this regulation, please provide a description of the data, explain in detail how
the data was obtained, and how it meets the acceptability standard for empirical, replicable and testable
data that is supported by documentation, statistics, reports, studies or research. Please submit data or
supporting materials with the regulatory package, If the material exceeds 50 pages, please provide it in
a searchable electronic format or provide a list of citations and internet links that, where possible, can be
accessed in a searchable format in lieu of the actual material. If other data was considered but not used,
please explain why that data was determined not to be acceptable.

Data is not the basis for the regulation, obviating the need for the referenced description.

(29) Include a schedule for review of the regulation including:

A. The length of the public comment period: 30 Days

B. The date or dates on which any public meetings or hearings
will be held: None are to be held.

C. The expected date of delivery of the final-form regulation: June 15, 2018

D. The expected effective date of the final-form regulation: September 15, 2018

B. The expected date by which compliance with the final-form
regulation will be required: September 15, 2018

F. The expected date by which required permits, licenses or other
approvals must be obtained: Not applicable.

(30) Describe the plan developed for evaluating the continuing effectiveness of the regulations after its
implementation.

The Department will evaluate the efficacy of the regulation on an ongoing basis.
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NOTICE OF FINAL RULEMAKING

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

[70 PA. CODE CII. 9]

Weighmasters

The Department of Agriculture (Department) amends § 9.10 and 9.24 (relating to
weighmaster’s certificate; and limitations of certificate for anthracite) to read as set forth in
Annex A.

Effective Date

This final-form rulemaking will be effective upon publication in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.

Authority

The regulation is authorized under 3 Pa.C.S. § 4101 —4194 (relating to Consolidated Weights
and Measures Act)(act). Sections 4150 and 4190 of the act (relating to enforcement and
regulations; and rules and regulations) authorize the Department to promulgate regulations as
necessary to carry out the act and, more specifically, authorize the Department to promulgate
regulations as necessary to carry out Subchapter C of the act (relating to public weighmasters).

Purpose ofthe Final-Form Regulation

The final-form regulation deletes outdated and unnecessary regulatory requirements.

The Department issues licenses to public weighmasters under the act. A licensed public
weighmaster is authorized to issue a weighmaster’s certificate with respect to various
commercial weighings he performs. The weight appearing on a weighmaster’s certificate is used
to determine a weight-based price in commerce. Licensed public weighmasters typically
conduct commercial weighings using vehicle scales at quarries, landfills, and the like.

As part of the process by which the Department renews or issues a license to a public
weighmaster, the Department reviews the public weighmaster certificate forms the applicant
plans to issue to ensure these forms meet basic content requirements. The regulation is needed to
delete outdated, burdensome provisions requiring that weighmaster’s certificates and certificates
of quality for anthracite coal be prepared in triplicate and bear additional language distinguishing
the original certificate from the copies. These provisions are not required by statute, date from a
time when multi-page carbon copy forms were in extensive use and no longer serve a practical
purpose.

The deletion of the requirements described above will relieve licensed public weighmasters of
an unnecessary regulatory burden and will help the Department make better use of its weights
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and measures enforcement staff In a typical year the Department processes roughly 6,600

applications for renewals of weighmaster licenses. It requires that an applicant submit a sample

of its weighmaster’s certificate form as part of the application process. The Department finds

problems or deficiencies in about 2,200 of these 6,600 applications. Approximately 1,650 (75%)

of these 2,200 rejected applications are rejected for lack of compliance with one or more of the

regulatory requirements previously described. The deletion of these outdated regulatory

requirements will spare the Department the lime, effort and expense of enforcement.

Section 9.24(a) (relating to limitations of certificate for anthracite) imposes the same type of

unnecessary regulatory burden as described above, but pertains to the “certificate of quality” that

must e*ist for certain weighings of anthracite coal. As previously described, the requirement of
triplicate forms and notations distinguishing originals from copies no longer serves a practical

purpose.

hi summary, the Department is satisfied there is a need for the regulation, and that it is

otherwise consistent with Executive Order 1996-1, “Regulatory Review and Promulgation.”

Comments and Responses

A notice of proposed rulemaking was published at 47 Pa.B. 5952 (September 23, 2017),

affording the public, the Legislature and the Independent Regulatory Review Commission

(IRRC) the opportunity to offer comments.

A single comment was received from the public. The commentator offered his comments on
behalf of a company that utilizes licensed public weighmasters in its business. The commentator

offered general support for the proposed regulation and estimated the regulatory change would

save the commentator’s business approximately $1,200 each year. The comment did not
necessitate any change to the text of the final-form regulation.

The Independent Regulatory Review Commission (IRRC) offered two comments with respect

to the proposed rulemaking.

fflRC’s first comment recommended the Department either delete language at § 9.24(a)

requiring that a certificate of quality for anthracite coal be “sufficiently mucilaged at the left end

to permit it to be securely attached to the corresponding copies of the certificate of the
weighmaster” or explain how this language is consistent with the purpose of the regulation. The

Department agrees that the referenced language is outdated and serves no practical purpose, and
has deleted it in the final-form regulation.

WRC’s second comment requested revisions to the timeline for the final-form regulation that

was presented in Item No. 29 of the Regulatory Analysis Form that accompanied the regulatory

package for the proposed regulation. The Department has made those revisions in the
Regulatory Analysis Form for the final-form regulation
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Persons Likely to be Affected

The regulation will have a positive impact on licensed public weighmasters and the
Department.

Fiscal Impact

Commonwealth

The regulation will have some positive fiscal impact upon the Commonwealth. The
Department will save time and manpower costs associated with requiring compliance with the
current outdated regulatory requirements. The Department estimates these annual savings at
$14,850.

Political Subdivisions

The regulation will have not have an appreciable fiscal impact on political subdivisions.

Private Sector

The regulation will have some small positive fiscal impact upon the private sector in that
licensed public weighmasters will no longer be required to obtain, produce or use triplicate forms
for weighmaster’s certificates and have forms that distinguish originals from copies. These
savings cannot be readily quantified. In addition, the Department estimates that of the public
weighmaster license applications that it receives each year and that are deficient and must be
returned to applicants for corrections or additional information, approximately 1,650 of these are
returned because the applicant has not complied with one or more of the provisions that are being
deleted. The Department estimates the regulation will save these applicants a total of $18,150
each year in postage and personnel costs.

General Public

The regulation will have no appreciable fiscal impact on the general public.

Paperwork Requirements

The regulation will simplify paperwork requirements for licensed public weighmasters in that
it will do away with outdated regulatory requirements requiring triplicate forms. It will slightly
lessen the Department’s paperworic load in that applicants for public weighmaster licenses will
no longer be required to submit copies of triplicate paper forms and the Department will not be
required to review and retain them as part of the application review process.

Regulatory Review

Under section 5(a) of the Regulatory Review Act (71 P.S. § 745.5(a)), on September 11,2017,
the Department submitted a copy of the notice ofproposed rulemaking, published at 47 Pa.B. 5952
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(September 23, 2017), to the Independent Regulatory Review Commission (IRRC) and the
Chairpersons of the House and Senate Agriculture and Rural Affairs Committees for review and
comment.

Under section 5(c) of the Regulatory Review Act, the Department is required to submit to
IRRC and the referenced Legislative Standing Committees copies of eormnents received during
the public comment period, as well as other documents when requested. In preparing the final-
form regulation, the Department has considered all comments from IRRC, the I-louse and Senate
Agriculture and Rural Affairs Committees and the public.

Under section 5.1G.2) of the Regulatory Review Act (71 P.S. § 745.5aG.2)), on

_______________________

the final-form rulemaking was deemed approved by the House and Senate
Agriculture and Rural Affairs Committees. Under section 5.1(e) of the Regulatory Review Act,
IRRC met on

____________________,

and approved the final-form rulemaking.

Additional Information

Additional information may be obtained from Walter Remmert, Director, Bureau of Ride and
Measurement Standards, Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture, 2301 North Cameron Street,
Harrisburg, PA 17110-9408, (717) 787-9089.

Findings

The Department finds that:
(1) Public notice of proposed rulemaking was given under sections 201 and 202 of the act of

July 31, 1968 (P.L. 769, No. 240) and regulations promulgated thereunder, 1 Pa. Code § 7.1
and 7.2.

(2) A public comment period was provided as required by law, and all comments were
considered.

(3) The amendments made to the final-form rulemaking do not enlarge the purpose of the
proposed rulemaking published at 47 Pa.B. 5952 (September 23, 2017).

(4) The amendments to the regulations of the Department are necessary and appropriate for
the administration of the authorizing statute.

Order

The Department, acting under its authorizing statute, orders that:
(1) The regulations of the Department at 70 Pa. Code § 9.10 and 9.24 (relating to

weighmaster’s certificate; and limitations of certificate for anthracite) are amended to read as set
forth in Annex A.

(2) The Department shall submit this order and a copy of Annex A to the Office of the
Attorney General and the Office of General Counsel for approval as required by law.

(3) The Department shall submit this order and a copy of Annex A to JRRC and the House
and Senate Agriculture and Rural Affairs Committees, as required by law.

(4) The Department shall certi1’ this order and Annex A and shall deposit them with the
Legislative Reference Bureau as required by law.
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(5) The regulations shall take effect immediately upon publicaffon in the Pennsylvania
Bulletin.

RUSSELL C. REDDING, Secretary
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Annex A

TITLE 70 - WEIGHTS, MEASURES AND STANDARI)S

PART I. WEIGHMASTERS

CHAPTER 9. WEIGHMASTERS

GENERAL

§ 9.10. Weighmaster’s certificate.

* * * * *

(b) Contents. A weighmaster’s certificate [shall] must contain the following information:

* * * * *

(9) Other relevant information the licensed public weigbmaster deems necessary.

[(c) Triplicate form. A weighmaster’s certificate shall be prepared in triplicate.

(d) Distinguishing originaifrom copies. The original weighmaster’s certificate shall bear the

words “Customer’s Copy,” and the two copies shall bear the words “Void—Customer Do Not

Accept”

(e)] fg Variations in format and size. The form and size of a weighmaster’s certificate may be

such as to suit any system or accounting device, as long as the certificate otherwise meets the

requirements of this chapter.

SOLID FUEL

§ 9.24. Limitations of certificate for anthracite.

(a) Certt/icate ofquality required. If solid fuel is transported to a licensed public weighmaster

under authority of a certificate of transport as described in § 9.23 (relating to certificate affecting

weighing requirements), and the solid fuel is anthracite (excluding barley and smaller sizes), the
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weighmaster may not weigh the anthracite unless the certificate of transport is accompanied by a

certificate of quality. A certificate of quality shall be made out in ink or indelible pencil[, in

triplicate, with the original bearing the legend “original” and the copies bearing the legend

“copy” in 1 inch letters diagonally across the face]. A ccrtfficatc of quality [shall] must be

sufficienily mudilaged at the lcft cnd to pcrmit it to bc sccircly attached to the conespending

copies of the cefflficatc of the wcighmastcr as provided in subsecifon (b). The format of the

certificate of quality [shall] must be as follows:

* * * * *
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PROPOSED RULEMAKING

[70 PA. CODE CII. 9]

Wcighmasters

[47 Pa.B. 5952J
[Saturday, September 23, 20171

The Department of Agriculture (Department) proposes to amend § § 9.10 and
9,24 (relating to weighrnaster’s certificate; and limitations of certificate for
anthracite) to read as set forth in Airnex A.

Authority

This proposed rulemaking is authorized under 3 Pa.C.S. § 4101—4194
(relating to Consolidated Weights and Measures Act) (act). Sections 4150 and
4190 of the act (relating to enforcement and regulations; and rules and
regulations) authorize the Department to promulgate regulations as necessary to
carry out die act and, more specifically, authorize the Department to promulgate
regulations as necessary to carry out Subchapter C of the act (relating to public
weighmasters).

Needfor this Proposed Rulemaking

The Department issues licenses to public weighmasters under the act. A
licensed public weighmaster is authorized to issue a weighmaster’s certificate
with respect to various commercial weighings he performs. The weight
appearing on a weighmaster’s certificate is used to determine a weight-based
p1-ice in conmieree. Licensed public weighrnasters typically conduct commercial
weighings using vehicle scales at quarries, landfills, and the like.

As part of the process by which the Department renews or issues a license to
a public weighmaster, the Department reviews die public weighrnaster
certificate forms the applicant plans to issue to ensure these forms meet basic
content requirements. This proposed rulemaking is needed to delete outdated,
burdensome provisions requiring that weighmasters certificates and certificates
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of quaiity for anthracite coal be prepared in triplicate and bear additional
language distinguishing the original certificate from the copies. These
provisions are not required by statute, date from a time when multipage carbon
copy forms were in extensive use and no longer serve a practical purpose.

The deletion of these requirements would relieve licensed public
weighrnasters of an unnecessary regulatory burden and would help the
Department make better use of its weights and measures enforcement staff. In a
typical year the Department processes roughly 6,600 applications for renewals
of weighmaster licenses. ft requires that an applicant submit a sample of its
weighmaster’s certificate form as part of the application process. The
Department finds problems or deficiencies in about 2,200 of these 6,600
applications. Approximately 1,650 (75%) of these 2,200 rejected applications
are rejected for lack of compliance with one or more of these regulatory
requirements previously described. The deletion of these outdated regulatory
requirements will spare the Department the time, effort and expense of
enforcement.

Section 9.24(a) imposes the same type of unnecessary regulatory burden as
previously described, but pertain to the “certificate of quality” that must exist for
certain weighings of anthracite coal. As previously described, the requirement
of triplicate foims and notations distinguishing originals from copies no longer
serves a practical purpose.

In summary, the Department is satisfied there is a need for this proposed
rulemaking, and that it is otherwise consistent with Executive Order 1996—1,
“Regulatory Review and Promulgation.”

Sumtiaty of fit is Proposed Rulemaking

Section 9.10 would be amended by deleting the language requiring that a
weighmaster’s certificate be prepared in triplicate and bear additional language
distinguishing the original certificate from the two copies. This proposed
amendment is driven by the fact that most modern weighing and measuring
devices are electronic and can readily generate whatever number of certificates
are needed for the owner’s business purposes. There is no reason to require a
licensed public weighmaster to generate a specific number of certificates with
respect to each weighing he conducts or to label the certificates as required
under (lie current regulation.

Section 9.24 would be amended by deleting the language requiring that a
certificate of quality for anthracite coal be prepared in triplicate and bear
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additional language distinguishing the original certificate from the two copies.
This requirement is outdated and no longer serves a purpose.

Persons Likely to be Affrcted

Tins proposed rulemalcing would have a positive impact on licensed public
weighrnasters and the Department.

Fiscal Impact

Corn mo nwealth

This proposed rulemaking will have some fiscal impact upon the
Commonwealth. The Department will save time and manpower costs associated
with requiring compliance with the current outdated regulatory requirements.
The Department estimates these annual savings at $14,850.

Political subdivisions

This proposed rulemaking wiLl not have appreciable fiscal impact on political
subdivisions,

Private sector

The proposed rulemaking will have some small positive fiscal impact upon
the private sector in that licensed public weighmasters will no longer be
required to obtain, produce or use triplicate forms for weighmaster’s certificates
and have forms that distinguish originals from copies. These savings cannot be
readily quantified. In addi Lion, the Department estimates that of the public
weighmaster license applications that it receives each year and that are deficient
and are returned to applicants for corrections or additional information,
approximately 1,650 of these are returned because the applicarit has not
complied with one or more of the provisions that are proposed to be deleted,
The Department estimates that this proposed rulemaking will save these
applicants about $18,150 each year in postage and personnel costs,

General public

This proposed rulemaking will not have appreciable fiscal impact on the
general public.

Paperwork Requirements
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This proposed rulemaking will sirnpli’ paperwork requirements for licensed
public weighmasters in that it will do away with outdated regulatory
requirements requiring thplicate forms. It will slightly lessen the Department’s
paperwork load in that applicants for public weighmaster licenses will no longer
be required to submit copies of triplicate papcr forms and the Department will
not be required to review and retain them as part of the application review
process.

Regulatory Review

Under section 5(a) of the Regulatory Review Act (71 P.S. § 745.5(a)), on
September 11, 2017, the Department submitted a copy of this proposed
rulemaking and a copy of a Regulatory Analysis Form to the Independent
Regulatory Review Commission (IRRC) and to the Chairpersons of the House
and Senate Committees on Agriculture and Rural Affairs. A copy of this
material is available to the public upon request.

Under section 5(g) of the Regulatory Review Act, IRRC may convey
comments, recommendations or objections to the proposed mlemaking within
30 days of the close of the public comment period. The comments,
recommendations or objections must specify the regulatory review criteria in
section 5.2 of the Regulatory Review Act (71 P.S. § 745.5b) which have not
been met. The Regulatory Review Act specifies detailed procedures for review
prior to frnal publication of the rulemaking by the Department, the General
Assembly and the Governor.

Effective Date

The proposed rulemaking will be effective upon final-foim publication in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin..

Sunset Date

There is not a sunset date for this proposed rulemaking. The Department will
review the efficacy of these regulations on an ongoing basis.

Public Comments

Interested persons are invited to submit written comments, suggestions or
objections regarding this proposed rulemaking to Walter Reimnert, Director,
Bureau of Ride and Measurement Standards, Department of Agriculture, 2301
North Cameron Street, Harrisburg, PA 17110-9408, (717) 787-9089 within 30
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days of the publication of this proposed rulemaking in the Pennsylvania
Bulletin.

Contact Person

The contact person for technical questions regarding this proposed
rulemaking is Walter Remmert, Directoi; Bureau of Ride and Measurement
Standards, Department of Agricultme, 2301 North Cameron Street, Harrisburg,
PA. 17110-9408, (717) 787-9089.

RUSSELL C. REDDING,
Secretary

Fiscal Note: 2-187. No fiscal impact; (8) recommends adoption.

Annex A

TITLE 70. WEIGHTS, MEASURES AND STANDARDS

PART I. WEIGHMASTERS

CHAPTER 9. WEIGHMASTERS

GENERAL

§ 9.10. Weighmastcr’s certificate.

* * * *

(b) C’onte,zts. A weighrnaster’s certificate [shall] must contain the following

information:

:1: * * * *

(9) Other relevant information the licensed public weighrnaster deems
necessary.

[(c) Tnphcatefornz. A weighmaster’s certificate shall be prepared in

triplicate.

(d) Distinguishing originalfrom copies. The original weighmaster’s
certificate shall bear the words “Customer’s Copy,” and the two copies
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shall bear the words “Void—Customer Do Not Accept.”

(e)] (c) Variations informal and size. The form and size of a weighrnaster’s
certificate may be such as to suit any system or accounting device, as long as
the certificate otherwise meets the requirements of this chapter

SOLID FUEL

§ 9.24. Limitations of certificate for anthracite.

(a) certfficate ofquality required. If solid fuel is transported to a licensed
public weighmaster under authority of a certificate of transport as described in
§ 9.23 (relating to certificate affecting weighing requirements), and the solid
fuel is anthracite (excluding barley and smaller sizes), the weighrnaster may not
weigh the anthracite unless the certificate of transport is accompanied by a
certificate of quality. A certificate of quality shall be made out in ink or
indelible pencil[, in triplicate, with the original bearing the legend
“original” and the copies bearing the legend “copy” in 1 inch letters
diagonally across the face]. A certificate of quality [shallj must be
sufficiently mucilaged at the left end to permit it to be securely attached to the
colTesponding copies of the certificate of the weighrnaster as provided in
subsection (b). The format of the certificate of quality jshall] must be as
follows:

4: * * * *

[Pa.B. Doc. No. 174576. Filed for public inspection September 22, 2017, 9:00 a.rn.J

No part of the infoimation on this site may be reproduced for profit or sold for
profit.

This material has been drawn directly from the official Pennsylvania Bulletin
frill text database. Due to the limitations of HTML or differences in display
capabilities of different browsers, this version may differ slightly from the
official printed version.
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July 25, 2018

Independent Regulatory Review Commission
333 Market Street, 14th Floor
Harrisburg, PA 17101

RE: NOTICE OF FINAL RULEMAKING
Department of Agriculture
70 Pa. Code Chapter 9
Weighrnasters
I.D. No. 2-187
Proposed Rulemaking: 47 Pa. Bullet/it 5952 (September 23, 2017)
Approved by Office of General Counsel: July 23, 2018

Dear Sir or Madam:

Please find enclosed a copy of the above-referenced linal-form regulation (Face Sheet,
Preamble and Annex A). Copies of the Regulatory Analysis Form and Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking are also enclosed. This material is submitted to you in accordance with the
Regulatory Review Act (at 71 P.S. § 745.5a(a)).

No objections, comments or recommendations were received from the General Assembly
with respect to the proposed rulemaking. A single comment was received from the general
public, and is addressed in the enclosed Preamble and Annex A. This commentator did not
request additional information regarding the final-form regulation or the text of the final-
form regulation.

I respectfully request the Commission’s approval of this final-form regulation. The
Department will provide any assistance you may require to facilitate a thorough review of
this final-form regulation. Thank you for your consideration of this document.

Rqecifully,

Dwight-Jured Smith
AssistanjCounsel

Enclosures

e
OFFICEOFCHIEFCOUNSEL I PENNSYLVANIADEPARTMENTOFAGRICULTURE

ROOM 201, AGRICULTURE BUILDING I 2301 NORTH CAMERON STREET I HARRISBURG, PA 17110-9408 pennsylvania
Ph: 717-787-8744 I Fx: 717-787-1270 I www.agricutture.state.pa.us DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
GOVERNOR’S OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL
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REGULATORY REVIEW ACT
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TYPE OF REGULATION
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